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An observers of Liberal party politics within
the state of Victoria would be scratching
their heads wondering what on earth is
going on. Separating the web of lies from
the truth is becoming increasingly difficult
with time.
It is alleged that intimidation, veiled threats,
letters, suppression of facts and truth and
attempts to influence, physical intimidation
of members prior to an Annual General
Meetings are just the tip of the iceberg.
Furthermore it is also alleged that unjust accusations, witch hunts, investigations against
members and leaks are being levelled at the Administrative Committee. A Committee that
has lost the respect of its members at large.
Has the Liberal Party lost the plot? Is it descending into chaos? Are Liberal ideological
paradigms outdated? Have Victorian Liberal administrators lost their moral compass? Why
is money being spent on witch hunts and investigations? So many unanswered questions
that boggle the mind.
The current Administrative Committee has resorted to Byzantine politics in their attempts to
suppress freedom of expression at all levels. Is it not safe to say that, Liberals in Victoria
need to come to an understanding before an all-out political civil war erupts? Unity should
be the catch cry not revolution.
However not all is lost, State Council is where members may voice their indignation.
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